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Lubrication regime transition changes induced by amorphous carbon coatings
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Amorphous carbon coatings are largely used for automotive component. Depending

on the component, the coating can be used for example to reduce seizure, or for

friction reduction. The mechanical components in an automotive engine can operate

under different lubrication regimes from boundary to hydrodynamic, depending on the

conception and on the solicitation parameters. To attempt to understand friction

reduction by applying a DLC coating, friction tests were done using a cylinder on flat

linear alternative configuration, with parameters allowing observing the transition

between different lubrication regimes.In the previous studies, the protocol test was

carried out at high and low temperature in order to benefit of the variation of the oil

viscosity to explore different lubrication regime to overcome the limitation in sliding

speed of the system. Modification of the tribometer has allowed to increase the

maximum speed from 160 mm/s to nearly 500 mm/s so that it becomes possible to

observe the regime transition from boundary to mixed at high temperature which is

more representative of the solicitations in an engine. Four combinations of DLC

coated and uncoated steel surfaces were tested. For all these tests, the tribological

contact is partly immersed in commercial SAE 5W30 additivated oil. A first test phase

is carried out at 110°C and 300 rpm

4

 for 18000 cycles, allowing boundary regime to

make the running in. After running in, short tests were done to record the friction

coefficient at higher speed, up to 1500 rpm, allowing maximum speed of 500

mm/s.The general trend indicates that the roughness of mirror polished steel

increases. For DLC coated surfaces the roughness decreases on the side of the

cylinder and was unchanged on the flat samples. The main role of DLC coatings

seems to allow the surfaces to be even more polished, after use, contrary to metallic

surfaces. This seems to be the major parameter, explaining the friction reduction by

DLC. After tribology tests, examinations also have indicatedthat the wettability on the

DLC coatings was modified in the friction area.
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